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SPR DESIGN USING FEEDBACK
by
C. Abdallah, P. Dorato, and S. Karni
EECE Department
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131

Definition 2.1: An mxm matrix T(s) of proper real rational functions which is not identically zero is (weak) SPR if
1) All elements of T(s) are analytic in the right half plane Re(e),>,
and
2) The matrix He [ T(s)J is positive definite for Re(s) > 0.

ABSTRACT
In this paper we derive necessary and sufficient oonditions for a
square transfer matrix to be rendered Strictly-Positive-Real (SPR)
using output feedback. These conditions are then related to the
existence of stable inverse systems.

0

I. INTRODUCTION
The concepts of Positive-Real (PR) aid Strictly-Positive-Real
(SPR) functions and matrices have been very useful in network theory
[11, adaptive and robust control [2]. When dealing with uncertain systems, a nominal SPR transfer function allows for large passive uncertainties without the loss of stability [2,4,5]. It is then important to be
able to test a given transfer matrix for its positive-realness and, more
importantly, to make a given transfer matrix positive-real. The standard definition of SPR matrices [4), termed strong SPR, is usually
difficult to apply. Moreover, it was; recently shown [5] that the strong
SPI definition is overly restrictive for control theory applcations. In
this paper we will use the trm SPR to denote weak SPR matrices as
defined in [5,6) and reviewed in the next section.
On the other hand, if a given transfer matrix is not SPR, the
question of whether a feedback controller might make the cloed-loop
system SPR is of considerable interest. What has been lacking, however, is a set of conditions that will answer the xistence question:
Given a transfer matrix P(e), does a controller that will make it SPR
exist? The conditions should be necessary and sufficient and, moreover, a construction of the controller (when it exists) is desirable. A
partial answer to the existence and construction questions was given in
[7]. In [9], Sufficient existence conditions were found for the singleinput-single-output case. In the present paper, we provide a simple
proof of the results in [7] and extend these results to more general

The more standard definition of SPR matrices advocated in [41 is
more restrictive than definition 2.1. In fact, a long held view was that
strong SPR was needed to prove the Meyer-Kalman-Yakuubovitch
(MKY) lemma, which is after alI, the major application of SPR concepts in control systems. As shown in [5 however, the weak SPR
definition is just as useful in this regard and will therefore be adopted
in this paper. Note that, from minimum real-part arguments given in
[1], condition 2) of definition 2.1 is equivalent to He[T(jwfl > 0 for
all w.

IIL SPR USING FEREDBACK
The question addressed in this paper is to find conditions on
(2.1) so that a feedback controller will render the closed-loop system
SPR. The rsult of theorem 3.1 first appeared in [7] for the case of
static output feedback, i.e. u = -yKy+r. The corresponding closedloop system is then given by
z = (A-iBKC)x + Br
y = Cxr

(3.1)

or in the frequency-domain

Y(s) = [I)+7KP( s)]f_'KP(e)R(sa)

cases.

This paper is organized as follows: In section II, we review the
available SPR definitions for transfer matrices. In section m, we define
the problem and present our results on designing controllers to make a
closed-loop system SPR. An example is given in section IV and our
conclusions are presented in section V.

(3.2)

We present a simple frequency domain proof, to show the existence of
K and y that will render the closed-loop system SPR.

Theorem 31: Let system (2.1) be stabilizable and detectable and let
its relative degree be n = m . Then there exits a nonsinguls K and
a positive scalar y such that the closed-loop system (3.2) is SPR, if and
only if P(a) is minimum phase.
Proof: Sufficiency: Consider the closed-loop transfer function
"
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where PI(e) is proper and stable, and det (L) #0. In fact, det(CBfO
and L = (CB)A. On the other hand, since P(a) is minimum phase,
PI(s) can not have any poles in Re (.)> 0. It is now obvious that
T(a) will be stable if and only if W(s) = [P'(s)K-I + 7I] has no
zeros in Re(s) > 0. Let K be given by

det

of multivariable sys-

temns is given in [8] and may be used to justify the defintion of n To
simplify our notation we will denote the Hermitian part of a real,
rational transfer matrix T(s) by He[T(s)] = [T(s) + T (s
where a * is the complex conjugate of . A number of definitions have
been given for SPR functions and matrices (4,61. It appears that the
most useful definition for control applications is the following [5)

K

a

=

(CB)-'

(4)

then.
W(a)
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=-

I + Pl(S)CB + -IJ

(5)

Next suppose that one has access to the full state vector, under
what conditions can a feedback controller produce an SPR transfer
function between the input and an appropriate output? It is simple to
see that we can choose C such that det (CB)#O and C(sI-A)-fB
minimunu-phe, then use output feedback from v = Cx to make the
closed-loop system SPR. This is equivalent to the MKY Lemma [21
where A-BK is stable and C = BTP, P being the solution of a
Lyapunor equation.

and

He[ W(jw)]

= He [PI(jwv)CB] + 'I

(6)

Since P1(jw) has no pole on the jw-axis, He [W(jw)] may be made
positive-definite by a large enough positive scalar y. This then implies
that W(a) is weakly SPR. Since T(a) is the inverse of W(a), it is
also weakly SPR [4].

IV. EXAMPLE

Necessity: Suppose now that a nonsingular K and a 'y were found to
make the closed-loop system T(s) SPR and that D = 0. Then

W(s)

=

[P'(s)K-1

is also SPR. Writing

+

"il]

Consider the following open-loop transfer matrix

(7)

4+2s3+2,s2- [-1:t(:t+1) 2.2+28-1]

P(J)=

P`(s) as in (3), with L = (CB)-' we get

W(s) (CB)f'K1 + Pl(s)K' + '7I
=

The inverse of the above transfer matrix is given by

(8)

P-"'()- [2 ] + - -h1 0]

Since lV(s) is SPR, P1(s) must be stable, hence P(s) must be

minimum-phase.

The closed-loop transfer function T(s) given in (3.2) is made SPR by
the following choices of 7 and K

Tle choice of K = (CB)-' in the proof of the theorem is by no
means unique. In fact, it is sufficient to choose K = P(CBR-' where
P is any symmetric pcsitive-definite matrix. Next, note that the condition det (CB)#O (or that P(s) has a relative degree n' = mn), also
reveals that the system (2.1) has an inverse obtained by cascading one
differentiator and a dynamical system [3]. Note that the inverse system
is given by (3) in theorem 3.1 or in stat-space by
=
u =

[A-B(CB)-'CAz + B(CB)-'t
-(CB)'CAz + (CB)-"

> i ; K

(3.3)
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